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The problem appears to have been first studied by Fischetti et al [ We will often identify the division tree with the IPI -1 boxes created, Figure   1 shows an example of a division tree, and Figure   2 shows the final bounding boxes. Proof. For the proof we define an auxiliary col- The main lemma of the proof puts a bound on the weight of T in thin leaves. all we need to show is that the sum of the widths of the empty strips is at most a constant times the MST of P, and this will bound the total length of the F-t hin boxes.
To do this we use a charging procedure as follows.
The idea is that we are going to charge the widths of the empty strips to fat boxes, which will in turn pass their charge down to their children, until all the charge resides on boxes that can be used for Lemma 2 (the Empty-Regions Lower Bound), We use X to denote the set of these useful boxes. For fat boxes not in X we maintain the invariant that each is charged at most its length + width, and for fat boxes in X the charge will only be a constant factor larger. Thus, Lemma 2 will imply that the total charge is only a constant factor greater than the cost of the MST.
Consider a fat box f with perhaps some charge.
We now examine the cases for division of~in our construction. Let a = 1/10.
